We propose a phrase-based approach for generating product review summaries. The main idea of our method is to leverage phrase properties to choose a subset of optimal phrases for generating the final summary. Specifically, we exploit two phrase properties, popularity and specificity. Popularity describes how popular the phrase is in the original reviews. Specificity describes how descriptive a phrase is in comparison to generic comments. We formalize the phrase selection procedure as an optimization problem and solve it using integer linear programming (ILP). An aspect-based bigram language model is used for generating the final summary with the selected phrases. Experiments show that our summarizer outperforms the other baselines.
Introduction
With the growth of the Internet over the decades, e-commerce is becoming more and more popular. Product reviews are helpful for both merchants and customers. Merchants analyze the reviews to get feedback to improve their products. Customers make use of the reviews to get a better understanding of the product. The opinions in the reviews can help them make the final decision. However, the vast availability of such reviews becomes overwhelming to users when there is just too much to digest. Product review summarization is the task to address this problem. It summarizes the large number of reviews and generates a short readable summary which contains the overall rating of the opinions in the reviews.
Traditional extractive summarization has been studied for a long time, such as (Hovy and Lin, 1999; Kupiec et al., 1995; Paice, 1990) . Recently, there are also a number of studies on abstractive summarization, such as (Banerjee et al., 2015; Bing et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015) . However, applying traditional summarization methods directly on product reviews doesn't yield satisfying results. This is due to that product review summarization is quite different from traditional extractive summarization. From the perspective of data size, the number of reviews of a product is often much larger than that of traditional data such as news articles. Another important difference is that sentences in product reviews are usually colloquial and contain lots of noises. Directly extractive summaries may contain a large number of undesired information.
A number of researchers have studied the task of review summarization. (Ganesan et al., 2010) proposed a graph-based method for generating ultra concise opinion summaries of products. They used predefined rules for finding valid sub-paths in the graph and converted those sub-paths into sentences. Since the sentence generation was rule-based, their method didn't provide a well-formed grammatical summary. (Gerani et al., 2014 ) generated product review summaries by using discourse structure. After simplifying the discourse graph, they used a template-based NLG framework to generate natural language summaries. Their summary produced a statistical overview of the product but lacked detailed information. (Ganesan et al., 2012) proposed some heuristic rules to generate phrases, they used a modified mutual information function and an n-gram language model to ensure the representativeness and readability of the phrases. However, their method didn't consider the descriptiveness of the phrases.
We propose a phrase-based approach for generating product review summaries. We provide users with information that cover the most popular opinions in the original reviews targeting at each aspect. We use phrases as the basic unit of our summary, instead of sentences. We adopt the phrase definition in (Lu et al., 2009) , that each phrase is composed by a pair of head term and modifier. The head term of a phrase denotes an aspect of the product, and the modifier denotes the opinion towards the aspect. For example, a phrase about the screen of a cellphone, "stunning [modifier] screen [head]". Based on the structure of phrases, we define two phrase properties, popularity and specificity. Popularity models how popular the phrase is in the original reviews. Specificity models how descriptive the modifier is to the head term. These two properties indicate the most important features of phrases in a good summary. We formalize this problem as an optimization problem and solve it using integer linear programming (ILP). A bigram aspect-based language model is used to order the selected phrases by aspects to form the final summary.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a phrase-based approach for generating product review summaries. Our method leverages phrase properties, i.e., specificity and popularity, to choose popular and descriptive phrases from the original reviews.
• We formalize the summarization task as an optimization problem, and solve it using integer linear programming (ILP).
• We evaluate our summarization algorithm with both preference evaluation and qualitative evaluation. Our system performs better than other baselines in both evaluations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we will present our phrase-based review summarization algorithm. In Section 3, we will describe the dataset and experiment results. In Section 4, we will describe the related work. In Section 5, we will summarize our work. Our summarization algorithm takes a set of reviews of one product and a set of aspects as input and generates a summary based on the properties of the phrases extracted from the input reviews. The first step is phrase extraction. Phrases are extracted from the reviews using a given list of aspects. There are various methods for extracting aspects (Hu and Liu, 2004a; Hu and Liu, 2004b; Kim et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2009) . In this paper, we do not focus on aspect extraction but consider them as the input. Each of the extracted phrases is tagged with its corresponding sentiment orientation. The second step is optimal phrase selection. We calculate properties of the phrases and select a subset of optimal phrases for constructing the final summary. We formalize this selection problem as an optimization problem and solve it using integer linear programming (ILP). The third step is aspects ordering. We use an aspect-based bigram language model to decide the order of the aspects in the final summary. In the last step, summary generation, phrases are filled into their corresponding aspect placeholders to form the final summary. The summarization framework is shown in Figure 1. 
Summarization Algorithm

Phrase Extraction
In product reviews, most opinions are expressed in concise phrases, such as "camera is excellent" or "stunning screen". We adopt the phrase definition in (Lu et al., 2009) , that each phrase can be parsed into a pair of a head term and a modifier. 1
Aspect. An aspect denotes some specific feature of the product. For each aspect, there is a set of aspect keywords describing the corresponding aspect.
For example, available aspects of cell phones may include "appearance", "screen", "battery", etc. The aspect keywords set of "appearance" may include "appearance", "design", "surface", etc. Each keyword in the same keywords set is describing the same aspect.
Phrase. A phrase p = (w h , w m ) is in the form of a pair of a head term w h and a modifier w m . The head term is an aspect keyword of the product and the modifier expresses some opinion towards the aspect.
For Phrase extraction is based on lexical and syntactic rules. First we perform part-of-speech (POS) tagging on the reviews. 2 Then we extract phrases from the reviews with Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Phrase Extraction
Input:
Reviews of one product,
Output: Phrases P and the corresponding indexes Index 1: for each r i in R do 2:
pos ← GetP osition(k j , r i )
6:
if ExistM odif ier(r i , pos) then 7: w m ← GetM odif ier(r i , pos) The input of the algorithm is the reviews of one product, denoted as R, and the keywords of all aspects, denoted as K. The output of the algorithm is a list of phrases denoted as P , with the corresponding indexes of the reviews denoted as Index, from which each phrase is extracted.
(1) For each review in R, first we check whether there are any aspect keywords in the review. If any aspect keywords are found (Line 3), then for each keyword found in the review, we set w h as the aspect word (Line 4).
(2) From the position where we found the aspect word (Line 5), we do a forward and backward search to find the nearest adjective word. If the adjective word is found (Line 6), then set w m as the adjective word (Line 7). If the adjective word is modified by an adverb, then the adjective word along with the adverb become the modifier w m . If the adjective word is modified by a negative word, the negative word is also included in the modifier. This is handled by the function GetM odif ier(r i , pos). For example, in the phrase "screen/n is/v not/adv very/adv clear/adj", the modifier w m is "not very clear".
(3) If both the head term w h and the modifier w m are found, a phrase p = (w h , w m ) is extracted, along with the index of the corresponding review (Line 8 -10).
Optimal Phrase Selection: Definitions
In this section, we select a subset of optimal phrases from the phrase set. The subset should best represents the overall opinions expressed in the original reviews.
It is intuitive that a phrase is more likely to be included in a summary if it represents most of the users' opinion. For example, if there are 75% of the reviews containing the phrase "camera is excellent" while there are only 15% of the reviews containing other phrase "photo quality is very bad", then we should choose the former one as a candidate, because it is more popular in the original reviews.
On the other hand, for phrases describing the same aspect, we prefer the one whose modifier describes its head term more descriptive, i.e., the one which is more specific. For example, there are two phrases about the same aspect: "screen is clear" and "screen is good", we prefer "screen is clear" because that the modifier "clear" is more specific and better expresses the characteristic of the aspect "screen" while the modifier "good" is more general and can be used to describe other aspects.
A phrase is considered to be a candidate of the summary if it is popular in the original reviews and its modifier is specific to its head term. To better describe the phrase properties proposed above, we give the definition of popularity and specificity formally.
Definition 1 (Popularity). For a phrase p, let R p denote the set of reviews that contain p, let R all denote the set of all reviews. The popularity of phrase p is defined as:
where |R| is the size of the review set R. For a phrase set P , p i ∈ P , i = 1, . . . , n, let R p i denote the set of reviews that contain p i , let R all denote the set of all reviews.
Suppose that we want to calculate the popularity of the phrase "long battery". Let's say there are 120 reviews in total and 25 of them contain the phrase "long battery", then the popularity of the phrase is Popularity("long battery") = 25/120 = 0.21. 
Definition 2 (Specificity). For a phrase p = (w
For a phrase set P , p i ∈ P , i = 1, . . . , n, Specificity(P ) = ∑ i Specificity(p i ). For example, suppose that we want to calculate the specificity of the phrase "beautiful design". The head term of this phrase is "design" and it belongs to the aspect appearance. The modifier term of this phrase is "beautiful". Let's say that there are 50 phrases whose modifier is "beautiful" in total, and there are 42 phrases whose modifier is "beautiful" and whose head term belong to the aspect appearance, then the specificity of the phrase is Specificity("beautiful design") = 42/50 = 0.84.
Optimal Phrase Selection: Problem Formalization
To select the optimal subset of phrases, we combine popularity and specificity to form an optimization problem. We use an integer linear programming (ILP) library 3 to solve this problem. We maximize Popularity(P ) and Specificity(P ) of a phrase set P together with the following constraints:
• Length Constraint: The total length of the summary is no longer than L s .
• Aspect Constraint: For each aspect, the number of phrases in the cluster is no more than L a .
• Consistency Constraint: For phrases in the same aspect, the sentiment orientation of these phrases should agree with each other.
To define the problem formally, let p i denote the ith phrase in the phrase set P all , and let r j denote the jth review in the review set R all . Let x i represent a binary variable, that can take 0 or 1, depending on whether the ith phrase is selected for the final summary or not, and let y j also represent a binary variable, that denotes whether the jth review is selected or not. Let P sel denotes the set of phrases which are selected for the final summary. The objective function can be denoted as:
The length constraint can be denoted as:
where l(p i ) denotes the length of phrase p i . This constraint limits the total length of the summary to be no longer than L s . The aspect constraint can be denoted as:
where A k denotes the kth aspect, and P A k denotes the set of phrases whose head term w h ∈ A k . These constraints limit the phrase number of each aspect to be no more than L a . The consistency constraint can be denoted as:
where o(p i ) denotes the sentiment orientation of phrase p i . o(p i ) = 1 if the sentiment orientation of phrase p i is positive, and o(p i ) = −1 if the sentiment orientation of phrase p i is negative. These constraints ensure that phrases in the same aspect have the same sentiment orientation. There are other constraints to ensure the consistency between the phrase set and review set:
where Occ i,j is a binary value, Occ i,j = 1 if and only if phrase p i is in review r j , i.e., p i ∈ r j . Equation (7) means that if phrase p i is selected (x i = 1), then any review r j that p i ∈ r j is also selected (y j = 1). Equation (8) means that if review r j is selected (y j = 1), then at least one phrase p i that p i ∈ r j is selected (x i = 1).
Aspects Ordering
When writing comments, customers tend to first mention the aspect they care about most. We determine the aspect order by finding the most common aspect sequence in the original reviews. By this means, the generated summary would be more natural and coherent to human-generated reviews. Since we are only interested in the relative order of two adjacent aspects, we use an aspect-based bigram language model that assign probabilities to sequence of aspects. For each review r, let Γ(r) denote a function that maps each review to its corresponding aspects sequence, i.e., Γ(r) = s r , where s r = [a r 1 , a r 2 , . . . , a r q ] is a sequence of aspects, and a r i is the ith aspects in the review r. Let S = {Γ(r)|r ∈ R} denote the set of all aspect sequences for all reviews, let A denote the available aspect set, for any a i , a j ∈ A, s k ∈ S, p(a i |a j ) =
where I(x) = 1 if x is true, otherwise I(x) = 0. For an arbitrary aspect sequence s = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r , the probability of the sequence is:
The objective sequence is the sequence that has the maximum probability in the language model and each aspect appears and only appears in the sequence once:
where s = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , n is the number of aspects, a i ̸ = a j , ∀i, j, i ̸ = j.
Summary Generation
The summary generation procedure is quite straightforward. We sort the phrases in the optimal phrase set by the order of their corresponding aspects, and the final summary is a sequence of these phrases. For phrases which have different aspects, the order of them is the same as the order of the corresponding aspects in the aspect sequence. For phrases which have the same aspect, the order is the same as the descending order of the size of the corresponding review set. Specially, if two phrases in the same aspect have the same head term, we merge their modifier term into one. For example, "screen is big" and "screen is clear" can be merged into "screen is big and clear". Table 1 shows an example summary generated by our system. 4
Screen is comfortable and display is excellent. Battery is durable and lasts long. Exquisite workmanship and good quality. Performance is superior and fast. Price is cost-effective and affordable. Camera is very general. Appearance is beautiful and nice. Software is not rich. Interface is very simple. Picture is clear and of good quality. Operation is simple. Sound quality is especially good. Memory is not enough. Signal is quite good. Clear voice calls. Button location is not good. Body is heavy and too big.
Table 1: Example summary generated by our system.
Experiments
Data Preparation
Phrase Extraction. We construct our experiment dataset using customer reviews of 10 cellphones. The reviews are collected from jd.com, zol.com and weibo.com. All of the reviews are written in Chinese. We get 33,948 reviews in total. We construct 17 aspects manually, each aspect contains about 6 aspect keywords on average. With these aspect keywords, we perform phrase extraction on the review dataset. Each of the extracted phrases is then tagged with its corresponding sentiment orientation. In total, we have extracted 44,461 phrases, i.e., 1.31 phrases per review on average. 83% of the extracted phrases are positive, while 17% are negative.
Sentiment Detection.
We train an SVM classifier to classify the sentiment orientations for the phrases. We use words as features and the corresponding values are binaries which indicate whether the words are present or not. First we drop words with frequency lower than 100, then we rank words by their chi-square values in descending order and choose the first third of all words as the feature words. We use svmlight 5 with default parameters to implement our classifier. We use the review data for cell phones from jd.com. Since a single review may contain different sentiment orientations, we split each review into short sentences by a splitting delimiter set, which contains punctuations such as " ". For each short sentence, we ask two annotators to judge the sentiment orientation as "positive", "negative" or "neutral". Conflicting results are reviewed by a third annotator. We are only interested in short sentences with opinions, so we drop those tagged with "neutral". We get 182,120 short sentences in total, 72.5% are positive and 27.5% are negative. Since the same opinion word may have different orientations in different aspects, we cluster the short sentences by their aspects and train an SVM classifier for each aspect separately. For each of the 17 aspects, we randomly select 320 short sentences for testing, and the rest are used for training. The overall performance of sentiment classification is shown in Table 2 : % of precision, recall, F1 and overall accuracy on sentiment classification
Baselines
The evaluation of review summarization is a very challenging task. On one hand, to the best of our knowledge, there is no dataset of product reviews with human written summaries. On the other hand, since the amount of product reviews is often large, it is quite difficult to generate human written summaries. We evaluate the summaries generated by our system (denoted as ReviewSum) with a state-of-the-art extractive baseline, a state-of-the-art abstractive baseline and a simplified version of our system. The details of the baselines are described as follows: 1) LexRank: LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004 ) is a graph-based extractive summarization method which computes sentence importance based on the concept of eigenvector centrality in a graph representation of sentences. In the experiment, first we cluster sentences by their aspects. Then for each sentence cluster, LexRank is performed for summary generation. The final summary is generated by putting summaries of different aspects together in the same aspect order of ReviewSum.
2) Opinosis: Opinosis (Ganesan et al., 2010 ) is a novel graph-based summarization method which generates concise abstractive summaries of highly redundant opinions. In the experiment, for each aspect, we build an Opinosis graph and get the top candidate summaries. The final summary is generated by putting summaries of different aspects together in the same aspect order of ReviewSum.
3) BasicSum: BasicSum is a simplified version of our summarization method. Instead of popularity and specificity, TF-IDF score is used in the objective function. The objective function of BasicSum can be denoted as:
where tf-idf(p i ) is the TF-IDF score of phrase p i , and x i is a binary value representing whether phrase p i is selected in the final summary or not.
Experiments Evaluation
Due to the lack of human written summaries as gold standard, we perform two tasks to evaluate the summaries generated by our system. Task 1 is pairwise user preference evaluation and Task 2 is user scoring evaluation.
In Task 1, we run six pairwise comparisons of four summaries generated by our method and baselines. For each comparison, two summaries of the same product are shown to the annotators in random order. The name of the product and the original reviews are also shown to the annotators. For two summaries S 1 and S 2 , annotators need to make a choice in the following three options: 1) Prefer S 1 , 2) Prefer S 2 , 3)
No preference. Note that the exact names of S 1 and S 2 are hidden to annotators.
In order to ensure the quality of the evaluation, annotators are instructed to read the original reviews first before they make their choice. Annotators are specially instructed that their choice should based on "overall satisfaction with the information provided by the summary and intuitive feelings about the summary".
In Task 2, we ask annotators to evaluate four aspects of each summary. The aspects considered during the evaluation include Grammaticality, Non-Redundancy, Consistency and Descriptiveness. Each aspect is rated with a score from 0 (bad) to 10 (excellent). Annotators are instructed to read the summary carefully and rate each aspect with scores matching the quality of the corresponding aspect.
20 annotators participate in Task 1 and Task 2, 10 annotators for each task. All of them are native Chinese speakers with experiences of product review writing. In Task 1, each comparison is evaluated by at least 5 annotators, and more than 300 comparison results are generated. In Task 2, each summary is rated by at least 5 annotators, and more than 160 rated scores are generated. Preference Evaluation. Table 3 shows the results of Task 1. The first two columns denote systems compared in each comparison. The following three columns indicate the percentage of preference decisions for each preference category. Statistically significant improvements (p < 0.01) of our system over the baselines are demonstrated in bold fonts. The last column indicates the agreement rate of preference comparisons for different systems. Specifically, in our experiments, we treat one pairwise comparison as in agreement if four (out of five) annotators give the same preference decision. Table 4 shows system preference results of each product. System preferences are computed based on the results of pairwise comparison. For each system, the preference is the number of times annotators prefer the system, divided by the total number of comparisons for the system. For example, we have three systems A, B and C. A is preferred over B 10 out of 20 times, and A is preferred over C 25 out of 30 times, then the overall preference of A is (10 + 25)/(20 + 30) = 70%. From Table 3 and Table 4 we can see that our system significantly outperforms BasicSum. The only difference between BasicSum and our system is the objective function. Our system uses popularity and specificity of the phrases while BasicSum uses TF-IDF score. The result shows that popularity and specificity can prominently improve the quality of the summary. In fact, popularity and specificity improve the descriptiveness of the summary significantly, which we will discuss later.
Results and Discussions
Sys
The results in Table 3 and Table 4 show statistically significant improvements in pairwise comparisons of our system over the extractive baseline (LexRank) and the abstractive baseline (Opinosis). Due to the limitations of sentence-based extractive models, summaries produced by LexRank contain long sentences with useless information, while our system produces phrase-based summaries without unwanted information. Opinosis produces much shorter and concise summaries than LexRank, but the grammar of the sentences are not very well. In our method, phrases are generated in a concise manner by joining aspect and opinion together. The generated summaries are clear and well-formatted.
Qualitative Evaluation. The results in Table 5 show that our system achieves the best score in grammaticality and descriptiveness. This exactly matches what we expect from our method that outputs well-formatted summaries by choosing neat and descriptive phrases. Also, our system is doing better than BasicSum and LexRank in non-redundancy. TF-IDF scores are used in BasicSum for phrase selection, and this will cause phrases with similar opinion words being selected (such as good, very good, etc.), which results in the increase of redundancy. LexRank extracts sentences directly from reviews, and information redundant may also be included. In consistency, our system performs nearly as good as Opinosis.
Related Work
Our work is related to aspect-based opinion summarization, which can be divide into three distinct steps: aspect extraction, sentiment detection and summary generation.
Aspect extraction involves identifying salient aspects within the text to be summarized. (Lu et al., 2009 ) used shallow parsing to identify aspects for short comments. (Popescu and Etzioni, 2007 ) used a web-based domain-independent information extraction system to extract aspects from parsed review data. (Hu and Liu, 2004a) and (Hu and Liu, 2004b) used supervised association rule mining-based approach to perform the task of aspect extraction. (Zhuang et al., 2006 ) used a feature list combining the full cast of all movies and a regular expression set to identify features in movie reviews. (Ku et al., 2006) used paragraph level frequencies as well as document level ones to help identify features. Sentiment detection is the task of detecting sentiment orientation (positive or negative) on the aspect or feature. (Lu et al., 2009 ) used a learning-based method for sentiment detection. (Hu and Liu, 2004a; Hu and Liu, 2004b) used an effective method based on WordNet. (Ku et al., 2006 ) also used a set of positive and negative words from GI and CNSD to predict sentiments of aspects. (Zhuang et al., 2006) used dependency relationships to identify opinions associated with feature words.
Summary generation involves aggregating the results of aspect extraction and sentiment detection and generate the final opinion summary in an effective and easy to understand format. Statistical summary is the most commonly adopted format, such as (Hu and Liu, 2004a; Hu and Liu, 2004b; Hu and Liu, 2006; Zhuang et al., 2006) . (Titov and McDonald, 2008b ) used a topic modeling method to provide a word level summary for each topic. (Popescu and Etzioni, 2007) also provided a word level summary by ranking opinion words associated to features and showing the strongest opinionated word for each aspect. (Mei et al., 2007) scored the probability of each sentence using TSM model and generated a sentence level summary. (Ku et al., 2006) used TF-IDF to score sentences and select the most relevant and discriminative sentence to be shown as summary. Besides texts, aggregated ratings can also be shown for summary, such as (Lu et al., 2009) . (Ku et al., 2006) and (Mei et al., 2007) showed summary as a timeline with opinion changes over time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a phrase-based summarization algorithm for the task of product review summarization. The proposed phrase selection scheme can fully utilize the characteristics of review sentences and capture the main information. We propose two properties of phrases, popularity and specificity, to score the phrase. Integer linear programming (ILP) is used to optimize the objective function. We use an aspect-based bigram language model to determine the aspect order of the candidate phrases to make the generated summaries more fluent and natural. Experimental results show that our system outperforms state-of-the-art systems in most cases. Our proposed summarization algorithm can produce concise, wellformatted and descriptive summaries of product reviews.
